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To Begin 

The background is done with a simple basecoat of Asphaltum over the 
entire surface., Base coat with two to three coats of Asphaltum, 

thinned with a touch of L'acrobate, it'll help level the paint and help it 

go on nice and smooth. Sand lightly when dry.  

 Wipe off the dust with a dry cloth.  Using the Small Polka Dot  Sten-

cil, and Coral Blush, Olive Green or Sea Glass. Stencil a Polka dot 

pattern to the top 1/3 of the blank. Trace and transfer the design to the 

panels.  

The Cups 

     Base Coat cup 1 and the saucer with Coral Blush, Base Coat cup 2 
and the saucer with Sea Glass, Base Coat cup 3 and the saucer with 

Olive Green .Use a small stencil to apply a design to the sides of each 

cup using Butter, Or apply a loose stroke design. Shade the right side 
of  Cup1and the inside of the mouth of the cup on the left with a float 

of Tuscan Red mixed 1:1 with Coral Blush. Shade the right side of  

Cup 2 and the inside of the mouth of the cup on the left with a float of 
Asphaltum. Shade the  

right side of  Cup 3 and the inside of the mouth of the cup on the left 

with a float of  Asphaltum, walk the shadows out about 1/4 of the 
width of the cup. Apply the shadows to  the saucer with the same . 

Apply a highlight to the inside right of the mouth of the cups with a 

float of Butter, Apply a floated highlight on the right side of the cup 
and the top of the handle as well. Dry Brush a highlight onto the right 

hand side of the cup and the saucer  using the Single blender and 

Warm White.  

Apply a few fine highlights to edges of each cup and the Steam on the 

coffee  using the liner and warm white thinned with L'Acrobate. Brush 

a coat of the appropriate Glitter paint over each cup and saucer! And 

the Polka Dots! 

The Lettering 

Base with Butter. Line of the Right side of each letter using the rigger 

and Venetian Gold.  Shade behind the cup on the lettering with As-

phaltum. Shade inside the Border with Soft Black and inside the right 

side of each letter. Let dry. Use the Gold Pen to outline the border if 

desired. Wipe three coats of Clear L'Acrobate over the painted piece 

and let dry.  

You will need:   

 

Country Bear Woodcrafts 

3 Scalloped Wooden Gift tag Ornament blanks. .  

  

DecoArt Americana 

Asphaltum,  Warm White, Butter, Tuscan Red, Coral Blush, Sea 

Glass, Glamour Dust Paint, Limelight, Saphire, Celebration Pink! 

Dynasty Duets  The Fox Trot 

Flat/Angled wave,   

Other Dynasty Brushes: 

#2 Single Blender, 5/0 Liner, and a small stencil brush. 
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 Café Java  


